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Oques Grasses Sold-out at Palau Sant Jordi
Oques Grasses have led the way in recent years and have become an unprecedented Catalan phenomenon by being the first
band created in the 21st century with a repertoire entirely in Catalan that has filled the Palau Sant Jordi with 17,000 people.
Their personal and non-transferable talent, their healing lyrics and their corporeal rhythms that drag masses to the dance
floor and collect awards and gold records since they published Fans del Sol in 2019 and put the icing on the cake of their
career with their last album, A tope amb la vida. The icing also on a cake whose candles have blown during 2022 with their
special 10th-anniversary tour, which has concluded at Palau Sant Jordi with a sold out. This year, Oques Grasses lock
themselves up in the studio again to surprise us once again with a new album.

Stay Homas

New album and new tour in 2023

Three years ago, Stay Homas amazed millions of people around the world and gained recognition from artists such as Rubén
Blades, Pablo Alborán, Alejandro Sanz or Michael Bublé. Today, Stay Homas are a reference band and one of the most
consolidated emerging groups on the national and international music scene. Having released an album and two mixtapes
and having toured twice throughout Catalonia, Spain and Europe, Stay Homas also have one of the best live shows in the
country and a repertoire that leaves a mark on the memory and the heart of whoever attends one of their gigs. After a
successful 2022 touring Here2Play, the group are about to release their second studio album with a presentation tour that will
stop through national as well as international stages. A new tour is approaching that will go through big venues such as
Cruïlla, Pirata Rock or Cap Roig Festival.
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Els Catarres New hits and new tour 2023
The current boom in the music scene of the Catalan-speaking zones could not be understood without Els Catarres. The band
is responsible for the revival of Catalan pop music, achieving historical milestones that have marked the contemporary
Catalan music, such as a gold record for the sale of more than 20,000 copies of Big Bang, eleven Enderrock awards, four
ARC awards and two Disc Català de l'any awards. Els Catarres are a unique, unrepeatable and iconic group; a big headliner.
After two years without going on stage, the band has shone again with their new album Diamants, which does not stop selling
out seats and spreading happiness throughout the Catalan territory. In 2023 Els Catarres are going to amaze us more with
new songs and a new and unprecedented tour throughout Catalonia.

Buhos

New album and new tour in 2023

Buhos are the referential festive group and one of the great headliners of the Catalan-speaking territories. They have
managed to retain an audience that already exceeds the shocking figure of 200,000 followers on the networks, hundreds of
thousands of monthly listeners on Spotify and more than 40 million views on YouTube (achieving a gold record for 'Volcans').
Buhos are crowned as one of the great names of the moment at the national and state level, standing out for their authenticity
on stage. After three years without releasing a full-length after El dia de la victòria, and having toured Catalan and Spanish
festivals such as SonríasBaixas, the group leaves the studio with one of the most anticipated albums and a presentation tour
that will light up the squares from everywhere, which they will premiere in Strenes Festival in Girona.
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Suu New hits and new tour 2023
With an overflowing personality and a unique voice, Suu is one of the best composers and one of the most visible faces of the
new batch of Catalan and Spanish pop-indie musicians who fight for the empowerment of women. With her first album her
talent surprised us all. With her second, produced by Carlos Sadness, she had an essential place on the scene. With her latest
album, Karaoke, the artist has crossed borders. She has earned the consideration of the public, critics and the rest of her
colleagues. She has also demonstrated her great charisma on the stage and on social networks. With a stellar year presenting
Karaoke, premiered in a sold-out Palau de la Música, the Catalan singer has paraded her talent through the main Spanish
festivals. Suu embarks on a 2023 with more new records and a new tour that will start on Sala Apolo in Barcelona as part of
the festival Guitar Bcn and on Ocho y Medio in Madrid.

Lildami

New album and new tour in 2023

With messages away from drugs and sexism and with an intense career, Lildami has become the spokesperson for urban
music sung in Catalan. He is the only artist on the scene who has won the Cerverí Award for Best Lyrics and on two
consecutive occasions the Enderrock Award for Best Hip-Hop and Urban Music Artist. With two very prolific years on a creative
level, publishing Viatge en espiral and Cal Damià mixtape, Lildami has been able to combine his facet as a live artist, playing
in more than eighty venues, with organizing the first international urban music festival in Catalonia, Maleducats, and
becoming the jury of the first edition of the very popular TV3 talent show, "Eufòria". We will hear about him this 2023, since
Lildami is producing his third album.
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La Fúmiga New album and new tour in 2023
La Fúmiga has made a harrowing entry into the Catalan music scene. Their first album, Espremedors, has achieved millions of
views on digital platforms and has earned them the Carles Santos IVC Award given by the public and the Ovidi Award for Best
Miscegenation Album. With its latest work, Fotosíntesi, published in 2021, La Fúmiga sweeps away with their festive and
stimulating proposal that aims young people with rhythms and lyrics that end up becoming hymns. For these reasons, it is not
surprising that the band have become one of the favorite groups to occupy the headliners of more than forty programs during
2022, including the main Catalan festivals. In 2023 we will continue to hear their winds playing the best rhythms and lyrics on
stage, because they will surprise us with new singles and a new tour.

Triquell Debut album and live tour in 2023
Cesc Triquell is one of the best-known names of the new batch of Catalan musicians thanks to his stellar participation in the TV3 talent
show, “Eufòria”, in which he came in second place. Since adolescence, music has been his vital engine, a passion that during the
pandemic professionalized him, becoming the composer, performer, and producer that he is today. The fruits of his talent will come to
light in 2023 with a debut album that moves between pop and urban music and will be presented in spring at Festival Strenes, Llotja de
Lleida, Tarraco Arena and Sala Apolo in Barcelona, followed by a tour on the main catalan stages.
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Meritxell Neddermann New songs and new tour in 2023
Raised in an environment of musicians and trained by the best Catalan and American music schools, rhythm and melodies run through
the veins of Meritxell Neddermann. On her debut album, In the Backyard of the Castle, her versatility and skill on the piano and on the
voice emerge, distilling the sound until finding her own, intimate and ethereal, clearly marked by the mixture of genres (classical music,
jazz, funky and indie) and experimentation with loops, pedals and vocoder. Despite publishing her album on the same day that covid's
confinement was announced, nothing has stopped her from presenting it live. With a 2-year tour which has let her play in Catalonia
and other Spanish territories and putting a parenthesis on her personal project in April, during 2022 the artist has become the pianist of
Jorge Drexler's international tour. Meanwhile, she has also toured in LATAM and Germany. In 2023, Meritxell Neddermann offers us
with an exclusive 10 show as the presentation of what will be her second studio album, which will be released in September.

Habla de mí en presente New hits by the breakout band
Haven't you heard of the trendy sensitive boy band yet? The breakout group of 2022 surprised us all with their first album Vivir
más, in which they revealed the essence of their project: technorumba. This quintet made up of musicians from Catalonia,
France and Germany shows us a music genre that mixes Berlin techno with Catalan rumba and invites us all to let loose and
dance as never did before. After a successful first tour, which has taken them to play at the main Catalan festivals, both indie
and festive, in the Balearic Islands or in the German capital, Habla de mí en presente continue captivating us with their new
mixtape, Ring Ring Compilation (Halley Records, 2022), that will be premiered on the stages such as the one in Vida Festival.
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Sergi Carbonell Debut album in 2023
The co-founder and composer of Txarango Sergi Carbonell presents his solo project away from the festive music that we were
used to and invites us on a surprising journey into a poetic universe full of delicate and sensitive sonorities. With references
such as Jorge Drexler, Bon Iver or Sufjan Stevens, Carbonell publishes his first album, Refugi, which will be presented during
2023 with a band format and a delicious staging, together with a tour on the main stages of the Catalan-speaking territories,
starting on Auditori de Girona and Auditori de Barcelona.
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Marcel i Júlia

New album and new tour in 2023

The Txarango's former singer and composer, Marcel Lázara (Tito), and Júlia Arrey have planted the seeds of a cheerful and
constructive band, highly successful, which was awarded with their latest album En òrbita as the Disc català de l’any 2022.
With a tour starting in 2021, premiering at the Sala Barts in Barcelona with sold-out tickets, Marcel and Júlia have continued to
visit the towns and cities of Catalan-speaking territories throughout 2022, playing in festivals such as Cruïlla, Festes de la
Mercè or Canet Rock. The band is to release a new album and a new tour in 2023. They will continue betting on lyrics that
awaken love and open consciences for a better world and society.
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Koers New album and new tour in 2023
Their name in Afrikaans already implies what they are: Koers means rhythm, rhythm in the songs and rhythm in their musical
project. After the release of Unbroken in 2019 and That Day two years later, the reggae group from Lleida venture into the
fusion of new genres with the release of "El teu amor" (2022), the first single from their third studio album that comes out by
the end of the same year. Kelly Isaiah, winner of the talent show La Voz 2020, with a new line-up on stage, embark on a prerelease tour that has taken them to dozens of stages throughout Catalonia. This 2023 Jamaica and Catalonia come together
again in their project spiced with pop, funky, gospel and soul to make us vibrate for another season with their sound and their
genuine and inimitable staging.

El Niño de la Hipoteca
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El Niño de la Hipoteca (Guiu Cortés) has been a revolution in the Spanish music industry and one of the pioneers as a selfpublished, self-produced and self-managed artist in our county. He is famous for embodying different and original ways of
promoting his music. After many years developing his own project and constantly reinventing himself, Guiu Cortés has found
his sound in rock, sometimes with a band, and sometimes on his own, but always with his direct songs, that still maintain the
same fresh lyrics that he has been known for since the beginning of his career. He is great for projects that want people to
jump, to enjoy and to have an amazing experience filled with laughter and excellent music, as he has proved in festivals such
as Viñarock, Cabo de Plata, Sonorama, Rabolagartija or in music venues such as Circo Price, La Riviera in Madrid o L’Auditori
in Barcelona.
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Tiken Jah Fakoly
Tiken Jah Fakoly is the great voice of international reggae and one of the most respected artists in Africa. Over the past few
years, this "dioula" artist has managed to realize one of his dreams: to become an African reggae star. His relevance, his
audacity and his impatience enabled him to gain recognition not only from the Ivory Coast, but also from the rest of the
French-speaking countries. In France, his records Françafrique and Coup de Gueule became a gold record. In 2003 he was
awarded a Victorie de la Musique.

Grupo Compay Segundo
With the current name of Grupo Compay Segundo, in homage to his memory, the musicians who accompanied him on his
triumphant journey throughout Europe, Japan, the United States, Canada, Latin America, the Middle East and the Caribbean
in carrying out this feat culture, today they are devoted to preserving and enriching with absolute fidelity the contributions of
the Patriarch of the Soneros. The Grupo Compay Segundo y sus Muchachos were created in 1955 by Francisco Repilado
Muñoz, after his separation from the duo Los Compadres, which he founded in 1942 with Lorenzo Hierrezuelo.
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Morcheeba
Morcheeba are living legend. Since 1995, they have sold more than 10 million albums and have traveled the world to the
most important festivals, halls and auditoriums. Featuring one of the most recognizable voices on the planet, listening their
soft and sweet songs combined with psychedelic guitar is an unforgettable and fascinating experience. Morcheeba's latest
work, Blaze Away, was released in 2018 and took them on an extensive world tour filling venues like Razzmatazz and La
Riviera. Without a doubt, it is one of the best bets for programmers this 2023.

Elvis Costello
Elvis Costello has marked the history of music, being a reference of British rock and new wave of the seventies, along with
artists such as Ian Dury or Nick Lowe. With his 66 years, 50 years of career and having released his last album in 2018, Look
Now, Costello continues to offer a live show of the highest quality and elegance, reviewing his most classic hits such as 'She' or
'Alison'. The years do not go through the old cats of music so that his work is eternal. Elvis Costello is more current than ever.
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Molotov Jukebox
London's Molotov Jukebox are a formation like no other. They have toured the world with their performances and racked up
hundreds of appearances at festivals including Glastonbury, Eurosonic and Womad. Internationally acclaimed actress Natalia
Tena leads the six-piece band with her infectious and sultry lead vocals, her accordion backed by a Balkan fiddle, a mighty
Latin trumpet, and a throbbing rhythm section that gets the crowd moving at every raucous show. With their latest album
Tropical Gypsy, following the success of their debut Carnival Flower, giving name to their unique genre (called 'gyp-step' by
their thousands of fans), Molotov Jukebox prove once again that dancing has no borders.

Salif Keita
Known as The Golden Voice of Africa, Salif Keita has been at the forefront of modern Malian music for over 40 years. Master
of West African rhythms, and one of the founding fathers of Afro-pop, Keita is known worldwide for his unforgettable live
performances, his formidable voice and emotionally charged songs.
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